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Director at Africa Technology Business Network an organisation
committed to working with African innovators.

Awarded an MBE for services to Business in the Queens Honour List
2022

Member of the SME Engagement Panel at the Department of
Business & Industrial Strategy (UK)

Co-Founder of Startup Discovery School. 

Co-created the Kumasi Hive Innovation Hackathon for Cleantech
entrepreneurs in Ghana. 

Led work at Exeter Velocities, a business accelerator focused on
helping the city of Exeter work with entrepreneurs in its mission to cut
its carbon emissions. 
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Acceleration and Innovation Models

Acceleration

Incubation

Venture Building

Challenge-Response

Skills and Resource Deployment

Corporate Innovation



Acceleration and Innovation Motivations

Philanthropic / Public Relations (Corporate
Social Responsibility)

Innovation Engagement (Corporate Innovation)

Investment / Financial Returns (Venture
Capital)

Impact Focused  (Development Aid / Funding)



Pro-Bono for Economic Equity

Through this initiative, SAP offered the skills, talent, and expertise of its
employees at no cost, virtually, over the course of six weeks to support the

operations of Black-owned businesses 
 

- 10 Businesses received 60 hours of SAP Consultant support
 

- Work plans developed in partnership with SAP Consultants 
 

- Clear deliverables agreed 
 

The programme has run in Brazil, USA, UK and South Africa 
 
 

(Skills and Resource Deployment)



Working in partnership with the UK’s Foreign, Commonwealth and Development
Office (FCDO) and Innovate UK, Global Alliance Africa drives knowledge transfer
and collaboration in strategic partnerships between Nigeria, Kenya, South Africa

and the UK. 

The programme supports 6 startups undertaking pilots with corporate partners in
Kenya, Nigeria and South Africa. 

The focus is on addressing issues around 

- Recycling
- Net Zero and Waste Management 

- Agricultural efficiencies 

Corporate Innovation
 



Exeter Velocities was an Accelerator focused on supporting startups 
focused on tackling the issues concerning climate change and traffic congestion

in cities. 
 

- We offered a 15K Grant up front for participants
- Our investment partner Oxygen House LLP also offered up to 100K in Pre-seed

funding for selected companies 
- We worked with more than 60 startups across 3 years

 
 

(Investment / Financial Returns & Impact)



Innovation Engagement

Investment / Financial Returns

Impact Focused / Philanthropic 

Impact Focused 

Philanthropic / Impact 



Philanthropic 

- A 'give back' to society or
specific groups.

- May or may not be
underpinned by specific
measurements of time or hours
achieved. 

- Donors may be motivated by
wider policy goals or personal /
lived experience.  

- A lack of focus leads to
operational problems further
down the line. 

- Trouble in defining what 'good'
looks like. 

- A lack of engagement by the
funder may result in a perceived
lack of credibility on the part the
programme. 



Innovation Engagement

- Funder has a vested interest
in engaging in the wider
innovation / startup
ecosystem

- May or may not be
underpinned by specific
measurements of time or
hours achieved. 

- Donors may be motivated by
wider policy goals or personal
/ lived experience.  

- Innovation theatre

- Internal politics may strangle
the process

- Unclear motivations may
result in frustrations for all
speakers, in particular
participating entrepreneurs



Investment / Financial Returns

- Funder has a vested interest
in investing  in the wider
innovation/startup ecosystem

- Underpinned by clear
financial allocations and goals.

- Motivated by wider business
goals and trends 

- Clearly see's the potential in
engaging with startups

- Very little space for those
who aren't ready yet. 

- Often a lack of diversity as
that is sacrificed for 'results
now' 



Impact Focused 

- Funder has a vested interest
in investing  in the wider
impact  ecosystem

- Clear commitment to a
defined theory of change and
impact strategy.

- Their commitment may
unlock further opportunities
and resources. 

-

- Very little space for those
who aren't ready yet. 

- Can lack credibility beyond
the wider Impact sphere. 

- Changing priorities can
make funding uncertain



The Key Questions

How pragmatic are you willing to be? 

Do you understand the nature of the work / sector? Can you
accept that?

Customer-centric from day 1: what opportunities exist?

What are the commercial opportunities - playbooks,
consulting, conferences. 

How can you position your DIH as a leader in your
specific field?



Learnings

- Aggressive business models work best - this
should be reflected in your team

- Monetising your 'secret sauce' or expertise -
(location, specialism, lived experience)

- Philanthropic funding comes with understandable
challenges which are unavoidable

- What context do you operate in?



Q&A

@Gosbert
gosbert@startupdiscoveryschool.com



Thank you!


